ONLY THROUGH INVITATION - 28.05.2017

UNDER THE MANGO TREE would like to invite you to its
Gallery Rooms for Lunch on the 28th May. 2017
13:00 - 15:30 Hrs

:

EXPERIENCE INDIA
UNDER THE MANGO TREE
CULTURE + CULINARY I SIX SPICES
ASIA PACIFIC WEEKS 2017

MENU
DAHI BHALLA CHAT
with Tamarind Sauce, Mint Sauce, fresh indian Herbs and
special spices from Indian subcontinent

Back in the days while we were growing up, in India everyone simply knew
where the good food was and went about eating it: at our own tables; down
the by lanes of the small towns and cities. Somewhere along the
timeline with the movement, migration and the economic change, our deep
ties with food got loosened as we moved to new identities in the lands
beyond the Seas.

MATAR CHAAT
steamed dried peas made in the northindian traditional way ;
with fresh ground spices mixed with tamarind
sauce ; covered with red onions garlic and corriander leaves.
SAAG PANEER
Indian cottage cheese cooked in fresh baby spinach
leaves; sauted red onions, garlic and ginger ; anees add to the
lingering taste additional to the fresh spices.

Six spices is an event which is specially created for the Gallery to rediscover
these connections; it is also an offer to an access to discuss on arts over
authentic homecooked food. “Cultural & Culinary” events invites people/
organizations to explore and experience authenticity. Food acts as a part of
the live performance and you are an actor in it.

TARKA DAAL
Special Daal cooked on slow fire with a TARKA

“A drawing is an autobiographical record of one‘s discovery of an event either seen, remembered or imagined. A ‚finished‘ work is an attempt to
construct an event in itself.”
-John Berger, an Art critic, a writer and a painter.

RAITA
Yoghurt with indian Savory and herbs.
SRIKHUND
Sweetdish from West Bengal in India; with a touch of Mango.

Every 8 weeks, we exhibit international artists already garnering attention
for their work. This is a chance to discover some of the exciting artists at our
Gallery and to identify strong, fresh and also at times experienced talents.
Art brings with it an understanding of the times and a society.

Special Indian Bread and Rice
Kindly note that we make everything as authentic as it can be, all these
dishes can be eaten with your fingers as in India. We would also provide
the spoons.!

Gather your experience with the works of JOERDIS MAHANTA whose solo
exhibitionBETWEEN THE SUNRISE AND THE SUNSET is interestingly influenced through her stay in the indian subcontinent and observe that how
in the stance of movement we are continously forming new inner realities,
taking some new experiences and combining it to the memory. Discuss and
explore. The artist is present.
Three © Joerdis Mahanta
Limited Seats. Participation only with confirmed reservation: info@utmt.net

DRINKS
An indian non alcoholic drink.
Water and orange juice.
Crémant if wished for

30 € ( all inclusive)
5 € towards the service.

ABOUT US

Running our Graphic Design Studio and an
International Art Gallery, we have set ourselves
some social goals and are consequently involved
in projects of handwoven Schawls from Srinagar,
Kashmir and Chanderi in India. Our contribution
is to preserve the traditional handweaving and
contribute successfully towards income for the
households of the handweavers and their families.
Each Schawl that you invest in is supporting the
handwork textile industry in India. At the same time
the Gallery has together with its artists initiated a
cards campaign through which we support initiatives for Refugees in Berlin.
Our professional involvement in designing for
Daimler AG, Embassy of India, Projects of Welt
Hunger Hilfe, AWO International and Humanrights
projects for women prostitutes and their reintegration in normal life have been an enriching
experience.
Associated with Awardwinning publishing
House TARA BOOKS – our gallery shop showcases
their extremely prestigious books for young and
grown ups- which supports the inclusive business
practices with a social background. Selected award
winning indian photography books and LOVE
TRAVELS, the travel guides for those wanting to
experience luxurious India - are to be discovered
exclusively here in our shop in the
Gallery Under the Mango Tree.
Merseburger Strasse 14, 10823 Berlin
www.utmt.net

